I?6	DEMOCRACY IN FRANCE
acceptee par les masses, deux forces lenfes, tend a Vtimmutabilite*.lThe
social Conservatism of the peasants and the smaller bourgeoisie
acted as a drag on social legislation. The divisions amongst the
parties of the Left and the indispensability of the Radicals made
this drag a powerful force opposing all State responsibility for
providing social security. When Clemenceau formed his great
ministry of 1906 he issued a seventeen-point programme of
reforms, three of which concerned the Army, five workers' wel-
fare, and four finance. The proposed reforms included pro-
vision for an eight-hour working day, retirement and pensions;
government control of labour-contracts and the mines; work-
men's compensation for accidents; trade-union status and
organization; and income tax. Great Britain, in the same years,
was putting through a corresponding programme of reforms.
But in France they were obstructed at every stage, and the
split between Radicals and Socialists brought the programme
almost to nought. No similar concerted effort was to be made
until the Popular Front programme of 1936—a generation
later: a generation too late.2
Thus the experience of the pre-war years bred disillusion-
ment amongst the working classes, and spread the conviction
that social reform was, in the existing system and with the pre-
vailing balance of parties, subordinated to the political mechan-
ism of parliamentary manoeuvres. It strengthened the extra-
parliamentary forces—especially the trade unions—which had
indeed been partly responsible for the failures of these years.
Had they thrown their weight into support for the Socialist
parties, and refrained from arousing fears amongst the Radicals
•which were too powerful for their own resources to overcome by
forcea more would have been gained in good time. Instead,
many Left-wing energies were distracted into the channels of
anti-militarism and opposition to the expenditure on national
1 Cf. D. Halevy: La Decadence de la Libert^ (1931), p. 47. He there
gives a valuable analysis of the general elections held between 1871
and 1914? designed to show what questions were asked at elections,
and what forces lay behind the political activity of the Third Republic.
* For details of Clemenceau's programme, see E. Lavisse; op. cit.,
Vol. VIII, p. 254.

